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I. Introduction

It is difficult in the early 2000s to tell which cry is louder: the one from

carping Cassandras forecasting imminent doom from the housing price

bubble in the United States and elsewhere; or the one from the moralistic

monetarists telling the Federal Reserve to tighten policy forthwith, and that

the central bank’s prior ease is already to blame for when the Cassandras’

prophecies eventuate. That these forecasts are years overdue in coming to

pass, and that the past bubble in US equities was followed by only a mild

short recession, do nothing to dull the volume.

In fact, the claim is often made that the Federal Reserve’s aggressive easing

in response to the shocks of 2001 contributed to an unsustainable recovery
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biased towards consumption and borrowing (never mind ongoing productivity

growth) and may have caused the current real-estate bubble. It is too bad that

reality has to get in the way of such a popular story. Well, not too too bad since

if the Federal Reserve decision-makers were to believe it and act accordingly

they could do a lot more harm than they have to date by their restraint.

Central bankers should not try to prick, burst, pre-empt, or even just tighten

when confronted by an asset price bubble – except to the degree that move-

ments in asset prices directly affect the inflation and output forecasts that are

the standard part of their mandate (and that direct effect is relatively limited). If

anything, events in the US economy in the 1990s and 2000s demonstrate the

benefits of central banks largely ignoring the course of relative asset prices, and

of decisively easing monetary policy in the face of post-bubble slumps.

The issue is not whether or not asset price bubbles occur, something which

all but the most dogmatic market fundamentalists would be willing to

acknowledge happens. Nor is the issue that central banks are ill-equipped to

recognize asset price bubbles. Central bankers have to make decisions based on

uncertain and difficult assessments of such indirectly observable variables as

potential output and equilibrium exchange rates all the time (Blanchard 2000).

Given their incentives to avoid bias and their information resources, as well as

their knowledge of their own plans, central bankers probably have nearly as

much advantage in identifying asset price bubbles as they have been demon-

strated to have in forecasting GDP (by Romer and Romer 2000, among others).

The reason that central bankers should not try to prick asset price bubbles

is simply that it is not worth it. Attempting to do so using monetary

instruments will almost certainly fail, because the connection between

monetary conditions and asset markets is far less tight than most commenta-

tors assert. Bubbles themselves cause far less harm to the economy upon

bursting than is usually assumed – unless there are significant problems in the

banking system or the central bank makes the mistake of tightening policy in

their aftermath – so they are not worth so much concern as to divert monetary

policy from its normal duties. And easing monetary policy in response to a

post-bubble recession (or to the preceding negative shock to investment

demand) rectifies much of the status quo ante without in fact inducing the

moral hazard or follow-on bubbles some hypothesize must occur (e.g. Miller

et al. 2002). Central banks like the Federal Reserve are right to ignore efforts to

blow bubbles out of proportion as a monetary policy issue.

II. Getting the ‘Excess Liquidity Creates Bubbles’ Myth
Out of the Way

As Mervyn King (2002) has observed, it is somewhat ironic that discussions

of monetary policy today largely take place in the absence of considering
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money itself, either empirically with regard to growth in monetary aggre-

gates or theoretically in the models on which monetary policy decision-

making is based. Whether this is merely ironic and reflects the long lags with

which economic language changes, however, or is in fact a matter for some

concern remains in dispute. Of late, macroeconomists of a monetarist bent

have seized upon the interest in having central bankers pre-empt bubbles as

new means to justify targeting (or at least tracking) of growth in monetary

aggregates.

Otmar Issing (2002), for example, argues that the monetary pillar of the

ECBs strategy can be seen as useful in the prevention of excessive liquidity

that leads to equity or real-estate booms – even though at the time of

launching the ECBs’ two-pillar strategy, such a use was never mentioned.

Even such Anglo-Saxon liberal paragons as Martin Wolf writing in the

Financial Times, or the leader writers of The Economist, have joined the

chorus that ‘excess liquidity’ must be the cause of asset price booms, and

that such monetary excess will inevitably lead to economic purgatory. This is

a toothpaste tube view of liquidity – once you have acquired the stuff, if you

squeeze the tube somewhere it will just bulge out somewhere else.

The problem with such thinking is simply that it is demonstrably incorrect

as a description of reality. Much of the work in the field of monetary

economics in the 1980s was spent establishing the fact that monetary

aggregates neither have predictable relationships with economic variables

of concern nor have dependable utility as an instrument of monetary policy,

and later studies have confirmed those results.1 Inspired by the views of

Crockett (2003), Issing (2003), and others, however, recent econometric

investigations have attempted to establish a direct link between measures of

central bank liquidity and growth in asset prices, either of real estate or

equities. These efforts have failed to find any robust or direct connection.2

Borio and Lowe (2002) come closest by finding that bubbles have some

statistical correlation with ‘long credit booms’, a statement which gives as

much guidance to central bankers as the fact that excessive wage growth

is associated with prolonged recoveries, neither necessary nor sufficient

for such wage inflation. Even the simple statement that tight monetary

1The leading figures in this literature are Benjamin Friedman, Charles Goodhart and Frederic

Mishkin. Later studies confirming that even the self-declared monetary targeters such as the

Bundesbank and Swiss National Bank did not actually target monetary aggregate growth in

any meaningful sense include Bernanke and Mihov (1997), Clarida and Gertler (1996) and

Laubach and Posen (1997); Rich (2003) gives a practitioner’s view confirming these results.

The only rejoinders of note have been studies showing correlations between monetary

growth and economic outcomes at extremely long horizons (five years and up), which is of

little relevance to monetary policymaking and which raises issues of reverse causality.

2See Bordo and Jeanne (2002), Borio and Lowe (2002) and Detken and Smets (2004).
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conditions would prevent the rise of bubbles has proven surprisingly

difficult to confirm.

Posen (2003a) investigates the relationship between periods of monetary

ease and independently identified instances of asset price booms. Bordo and

Jeanne (2002) identified a list of 18 booms in property prices and 24 share

price booms followed by busts in 15 OECD economies between 1970 and

2000 (1998 for property).3 Separately, Posen (2003a) established a list of

periods of monetary ease for the same countries and sample years; a period

is classified as displaying monetary ease if either the central bank’s

instrument (overnight) real interest rate is less than 1%, or M3 (broad

credit aggregate) growth exceeds the average growth rate by one standard

deviation, for a sustained period.4 The contention that ‘if monetary ease,

then comes a bubble’ is unsupported – just over a third of instances of

monetary ease on either measure resulted in asset price booms (of which 12

were overlapping equity and real-estate booms and five were solely real-

estate booms).

Meanwhile, the contention that monetary ease is necessary for an asset

price boom to arise (if there’s a boom, it must have been preceded by ease) is

similarly rejected for share price booms, 12 of which arose in times where

monetary conditions were not easy. There is, however, only one instance of a

real-estate boom occurring without being preceded by monetary ease, which

suggests that ease is usually needed for real-estate booms to occur. But still

monetary ease – aka excess liquidity – is not sufficient alone for a property

boom to arise. Thirty-one periods of sustained monetary ease in the last 30

years of the 20th century in the OECD economies did not result in property

(or share price) booms, while fewer than half that many did result. The

consideration of additional explanatory variables in recent research does

nothing to yield a tighter connection, if anything just the opposite.5

3The identification is done mechanically using a statistical criterion for sustained growth of

asset price indices above average rates. The list proves to be relatively robust to variation in

the statistical cut-off. Detken and Smets (2004) come to a similar list looking solely at equity

price booms.

4These are actually relatively inclusive definitions of monetary ease – one could justifiably

make the cut-off for ease an interest rate below zero and/or M3 growth more than 1.5

standard deviations above average. Restricting the sample in this manner does not lead to a

tighter association between ‘ease’ and booms (in fact, it leads to more instances of booms

taking place during periods of non-ease). Similarly, shifting the focus to narrower monetary

aggregates as measures of liquidity does nothing to bring out a correlation.

5Roubini (2006) argues that this interpretation of these correlations (or lack thereof) from

Posen (2003a) is ‘irrelevant’ because the ‘relevant issue is whether, whatever the bubbles are

caused by, monetary policy should react to a bubble’. This claim misses the point in two

ways: First, if there is no consistent statistical relationship between monetary ease and
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So, should central bankers forego a monetary easing justified by the usual

macroeconomic criteria because of a one-in-three chance that such easing

might allow a real-estate boom (and a one-in-four chance of an equities

boom) – especially when equity if not real-estate bubbles can arise anyway,

even under less than easy monetary conditions? Only if the probability-

weighted costs of allowing such a bubble to arise and then burst would be

greater than the loss from the foregone monetary ease.6 If some other

condition than monetary loosening itself is what makes a bubble likely or

costly, like poor bank capitalization and supervision for example, then the

appropriate policy response would be to fix that other condition rather than

distorting monetary policy. These two issues – the cost of bubbles and the

dependence of that cost on non-monetary factors – are discussed below. For

now, one should simply note that with a one-in-three risk juxtaposed with a

certain loss from foregoing optimal monetary policy, the bar is set rather

high to justify the deviation from normal policy duties to stabilize the

economy. Monetarist claims that ease means bubbles are unfounded.

III. Monetary Policy is too Blunt an Instrument to
Prick Bubbles with Anyway

Before turning to that, however, another monetarist assumption behind the

advocacy of pricking bubbles should be debunked: that monetary tightening

actually would succeed in cutting off an asset price boom. If by definition

bubbles are not based on economic fundamentals, but either on ‘animal

spirits’ and confidence or on belief in the greater fool theory or some

bubbles, that provides reason to doubt that withdrawl of monetary ease would have any

effect on bubbles. One cares about the source of bubbles because that determines which

policies will be effective and which will not in influencing them (see next section). Second, if

monetary ease only causes or at least leads to bubbles when the economy is already

expanding, as Roubini claims (without statistical support for that position – Borio and Lowe

(2002) and Detken and Smets (2004) would have found that correlation in their econometric

excerises if it was there in the data), then normal monetary policy that stabilizes inflation

and output should lead to a policy reaction (an end to ease if not tightening) in any event

without considering asset prices. In other words, monetary policy already reacts except in

those rare cases where asset prices go up but both growth and inflation appear sustainable,

which leads one to wonder why the bubble is a problem in the first place.

6This may well understate the case against foregoing normal monetary policy decisions to

prevent the possibility of a bubble. Bernanke and Gertler (1999) point out the costs of

recessions, particularly under conditions of financial fragility; DeLong (2002) reminds us

that share price booms are historically associated with the introduction of new technologies,

and cutting off the boom early could interfere with the adoption of said technology. In short,

the choice need not be symmetric with the net cost coming mostly in the form of volatility, as

is usually assumed by advocates of pre-empting bubbles.
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combination thereof, there is no reason a priori to think that a change in

liquidity will necessarily work to stop further price rises. As is well known,

Alan Greenspan characterized US share prices as the result of ‘irrational

exuberance’ as early as December 1996, and other members of the Board of

Governors such as Larry Lindsay were even more outspoken. The markets

shrugged it off.7 Similarly, the Bank of Japan started expressing doubts

publicly about share and real-estate price levels by as early as 1987, and then

even started raising interest rates, but Japan’s great bubble went on building

until January 1990, only ending when direct credit controls on real-estate

lending were imposed.8

Given the well-established fact that central banks today only directly

influence a small portion of capital markets with their open market

operations and setting of short-term interest rates, and that the primary

means of transmitting monetary policy is through expectations, it is

difficult to see why there should be a mechanical connection between tighter

monetary conditions and investors’ behaviour. If investors truly believe that

there is money to be made in a bubble, and usually are counting on making

large amounts of money (which is why it is a bubble in the first place),

it seems strange to think that a marginal rise in interest rates would be

sufficient to alter their actions. If the central bank were truly the only

source of liquidity in town, cutting investors off when they had too

much credit or were deemed to be taking on too much risk might be

effective.

But central banks, and the commercial banks they lend to, are not

investors’ only source of liquidity. Just as drunkards or gambling addicts

who have less money will forego basic needs or sell personal items to

continue their binges, investors who wish to ride a boom upwards will sell or

mortgage safer assets to do so, or they will look abroad for credit, as

necessary. If investors believe in supra-normal market returns being

available to them, a mere rise in short-term interest rates will only tell

them they need to invest more.

Ultimately, halting a bubble in a modern economy is less a matter of the

central bank trying to choke off liquidity, which it may be unable to do short

of draconian monetary tightening that induces a recession, but of that

central bank persuading investors to re-evaluate their investments. Such

powers of persuasion cannot be counted upon, especially in the face of

irrational exuberance. This is also why the issue of central banks’ ability to

recognize bubbles is in the end moot – whether or not they can identify

7Shiller (2005, 2nd edn) gives an insightful interpretation and history of the period.

8See the discussion in Cargill et al. (2000), Hoshi and Kashyap (1999, 2001) and Posen

(2003a), Jinushi et al. (2000).
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unsustainable asset price booms with a high degree of accuracy, or at least a

higher degree of accuracy than the average investor, the difficulty is in

convincing the investing public that such booms are indeed unsustainable

(or that the individual investors will not be the last one out).

IV. Bubbles only Cause Major Harm when the
Financial System is Fragile

So the connection between monetary ease and bubbles is tenuous, and the

ability of monetary tightening to prick bubbles is even more so. Still, if the

harm to the economy from a bubble inflating and then bursting were great, a

central bank might be duty bound to take a shot at pricking the bubble

nonetheless, regardless of limited prospects for success. Yet, though the

harmfulness of bubbles bursting is often taken for granted, that, too, is

difficult to establish. In fact, it turns out that the impact of bubbles on the

macroeconomy has far more to do with financial supervision and regulation

than with anything monetary policy does.

There is a plausible story for how an asset price boom and bust might do

harm to the economy in a manner that should raise policymakers’ concern.

The first step is that during the boom phase there is sufficient distortion in

relative asset prices that investors run up levels of debt that will prove

unsustainable during the inevitable ‘fall back to earth’ of asset prices. This

story is often invoked when describing the current housing price bubble in

the United States, with the extensive use of cash-out refinancing from paper

gains on owner-occupied real estate by American consumers. Such excess

would depend upon the financial institutions doing the refinancing either

being unconcerned that the default rate on their loan portfolio will

(inevitably) rise, or simply themselves, like the consumers, believing that

real-estate prices will not fall, and/or they can find some greater fool to sell

securitized mortgages to before the collapse comes.

Whichever way this story is told, it is difficult to see how monetary

tightening beyond that in response to the usual assessments of future

inflation and growth is the correct policy. For households, this borrowing

is a problem to the degree it involves moving consumption forward in time

beyond what future income can cover (if the borrowing is invested

productively, be it in education or simply in higher yielding assets that

diversify the family’s portfolio out of housing, the debt is probably welfare

enhancing and raises or stabilizes income over the long run). A sudden

shortfall in income will only happen to those households who have

adjustable-rate or balloon payment mortgages, so that for a given income

level the share of debt payments will rise, or for those who must sell their

homes at a time when the amount garnered from the sale is lower than the
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outstanding principal, which is primarily those who borrowed at the height

of the bubble and sold soon after the peak.

These are only a fraction of all households in the US economy. These are

also not the poorest people in the United States, because the poor remain

credit constrained and thus along with the young make up the majority of

the 301% of American households who rent rather than own their

residences. These in fact are mostly households with steady employment

(except potentially for those recently hired in the construction sector, which

would of course respond first to a real-estate bust) since they got the loans

and were planning on staying in the house used as collateral for borrowing.

And for that reason, the share of this fraction who will be unable to either sell

sufficient assets or cut consumption (including of housing services by

moving to smaller or less expensive residences) such that they can rebalance

outlay and income is small.

This is not to trivialize the pain of adjustment for some households, but to

question why this somehow becomes a matter for the central bank’s concern.

Sometimes a specific region within a monetary union falls behind others, or

particular industrial sectors undergo secular decline, and the people who

happen to be employed in that region or sector are forced to adjust without

any talk of pre-empting such events by national monetary policy; why is it any

different for a particular sub-class of borrowers? In any event, if household

indebtedness indicates that aggregate consumption would dip in the next

downturn a little more than usual, that would seem to militate towards less

aggressive or shorter duration interest rate hikes, rather than more. There is

no reason to think this direct consumption shock has lasting or large

multiplier effects for the economy as a whole. There certainly is no reason

to assume such a terribly negative result beyond the usual give and take of

economic adjustment over the business cycle that it justifies pre-emptively

depriving the rest of the economy’s households of an expansion that has not

resulted in forecasts of excessive inflation or reached a natural end.9

It is only when one considers the potential for effects on the financial

system that the central bank is forced to take notice. Obviously, no serious

macroeconomist who allows balance sheets, let alone credit markets and

nominal rigidities, to play a meaningful role in her macroeconomic models

would deny that significant declines in asset prices can have real effects. The

economic effects of asset price busts are likely to be particularly acute in the

case when nominal debt and collateral interact with the provision of credit

through a banking system (Bernanke 1983; Kiyotaki and Moore 1997).

9See Bernanke and Gertler (1999) for a related argument against pre-emption emphasizing

the corporate sector and equity price boom/busts, where arguably the asymmetry is more

pronounced.
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Overhangs of distressed real estate and a credit crunch for small businesses

dependent upon bank lending are certainly characteristics of the worst

recessions in modern economies. With financial intermediaries as a trans-

mission mechanism, one can imagine circumstances under which an asset

price bust could lead to a protracted recession (as arguably was the case in

the US Great Depression).

The size of such negative effects in practice, however, importantly

depends upon structure and condition of the financial system at the time

of the asset price shock. Mishkin and White (2002), e.g. consider 15 US stock

market crashes over the preceding 100 years, and find that only eight

generated ‘some’ or ‘severe’ financial distress, and in turn not all of those led

to sharp economic contractions. Posen (2003a) shows that Japan’s broader

price deflation following the 1990 bubble burst was the exception rather than

the rule – while occurrences of price deflation are not uncommon in the

OECD economies, the vast majority were not preceded by an asset price bust

within 36 months of starting, and the vast majority of asset price busts did

not lead to deflation.10

Well-capitalized and properly supervised banking systems tend to multi-

ply shocks less. Financial systems where there is a greater availability of

alternative forms of credit to collateralized bank lending, and where bank

loans are securitized rather than kept on banks’ books, also tend to be more

resilient to asset price shocks.11 The sharply different performance and

adjustment of the US economy following the late 2001 tech bubble’s burst

from that of the Japanese economy following that bubble’s burst 11 years

earlier is the ultimate illustration of this point. In contrast, the Great

Depression in the United States, like Japan’s Great Recession, did not arise

immediately or even quickly following the asset price bust – in both cases, it

was only when severe banking system distress was combined with dam-

agingly tight monetary policy over a period of years that a truly deep and

persistent decline in nominal output arose.12

10In a 15 OECD-country sample, of nine instances of consumer price deflation of two

quarters or more between 1970 and 2000, only two were preceded by equity price busts, and

none by property price busts; of 73 instances of wholesale price deflation, 17 (22%) were

preceded by equity price busts, and nine by property price busts. Meanwhile, only two of 24

share price busts and none of 18 property price busts led to consumer price deflation within

36 months of asset price peaks. See Posen (2003a) for details.

11See the literature on the different performance of various East Asian economies following

the financial crisis of 1997–98 (e.g. Council on Foreign Relations 1999; Greenspan 1999), as

well as on the faster recovery of the US economy following its share price bust in 2001

compared with that of Japan ten years earlier (e.g. Harrigan and Kuttner 2003; Posen 2003a).

12See Bernanke (1983, 2000b) on the United States in the 1930s, and Mikitani and Posen

(2000) and Posen (1998, 2003b) on Japan in the 1990s.
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Thus, bubbles’ damage to the economy is really not a monetary issue, but

an issue of financial structure and supervision. So if the financial system,

particularly the banking sector, is properly capitalized and overseen, the

chances of an asset price burst becoming a macroeconomic problem worthy

of pre-empting on its own terms (rather than just a normal negative shock to

which good monetary policy would respond to as part of its regular

forecasting) is small. Combine that with the previously mentioned limited

ability of monetary policy to actually prick the irrational expectations

underlying bubbles, and the only weak at best connection between monetary

ease and the occurrence of bubbles, and there is little compelling reason for

central banks to react to asset price movements.

V. What if the Financial Authorities did not do their Jobs?

Of course, central bankers cannot count on banking supervisors or budget-

ary officials to stick to the straight and narrow, even if one assumes that a

politically independent central bank will pursue largely the right policy.

Japan in the 1990s is a particularly salient illustration of the dangers of lack

of coordination between financial and monetary authorities. Arguably, there

was a three-way game of chicken between the Bank of Japan, the Ministry of

Finance and the new Financial Services Agency that paralysed policy for the

second half of the 1990s: the BoJ argued that it could not ease monetary

policy aggressively absent banking system reform (to make policy transmis-

sion possible) and diminished fiscal demands for bond purchases; the FSA

claimed it could not clean-up the banking system problems absent monetary

ease and partial public recapitalization; and the MOF insisted that it needed

financial reform and price stability before it could tackle any issue.13 Now

that it is increasingly common for central banks to shed or lose direct

supervisory responsibility for much of the banking system, and that financial

deregulation makes it more difficult to see where banking problems might

start and end, the potential for such conflicts will likely increase.14

The implication for monetary policy of any financial system fragility that

results, however, is not necessarily the one commonly asserted among the

bubble conscious. Should a central bank confronted by a weakened financial

system be more aggressive about tightening credit conditions? Is the case for

such tightening strengthened by the coincidence of a contemporaneous asset

price inflation and prospect of bust? No and no. If the chorus of calls from

13Meyer (2001) and Posen (2001) are two examples of interpretations in this vein. Bernanke

(2000a) gives a broader critique of Japanese monetary policy ‘paralysis’ during this period.

14See the discussions in Schinasi (2005a, b) of the need to rethink financial crisis response

infrastructures.
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the IMF, OECD, other G-7 governments, and the overwhelming majority of

monetary economists for the BoJ to aggressively try to counter deflation, that

is loosen policy, in the second half of the 1990s – in the face of well-

documented and repeatedly discussed banking system distress – is any

indication, the considered opinion of the universe of monetary policymakers

is that ease is the appropriate response. Consider the widely praised efforts

of the Federal Reserve to maintain a steep yield curve at the start of the 1990s

when the US banking system was recovering from a property market bust

and the significant fragility wrought by the collapse of the savings and loan

industry. Consider as well the salutary results of the Bank of Japan reversing

policy to more aggressively fight deflation since Toshihiko Fukui became

Governor in April 2003, independent of the fact that banking system reform

under the leadership of Heizo Takenaka had only begun in earnest.

Going beyond the relevant examples to the underlying logic, the case for

avoiding premature tightening is all the more clear. The now-widely

accepted credit channel view of macroeconomics, with its basis in the

imperfect information approach to financial markets, stresses the import-

ance of bank capital and of difficult to transfer or verify information to

investment decisions.15 In short, when times are tough, the equity of both

banks and borrowers erodes, and the incentives for both of them to forego

productive investment activities in favour of maintaining loan payments or

gambling on resurrection increase. An increase in interest rates or other

tightening of monetary policy that resulted in less availability of credit would

only increase the adverse selection problem, the difficulty of sorting out

which borrowers would be worthy of credit, the number of borrowers short

of equity and thus with perverse incentives, and increase financial fragility.

Given information problems, there is no reason to think that in increase in

interest rates would ‘punish’ the more spendthrift banks and borrowers for

their supposed lack of discipline during the bubble’s expansion. A wide-

spread decrease in the value of collateral following a bubble’s burst, say in

real estate that led to illiquid property markets, would itself only exacerbate

the harms that an interest rate rise would visit upon the economy.

Central banks are not all powerful, and their monetary toolkit has only

limited applicability. A problem elsewhere in the economy, even in the closely

connected to monetary policy financial sector, cannot necessarily be made up

for with monetary policy itself. In fact, to the degree that the central bank has an

interest in financial stability – both as part of its fundamental mandate and as a

means of securing the transmission of monetary policy – it probably has an

interest in easing in response to asset price busts. A government transportation

agency that finds out that the housing inspectors fell down on the job, and let

15Bernanke et al. (2000) gives a summary of this literature.
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unsound skyscrapers be built on landfill or a seismic fault, would not be right to

go ahead with plans to dig underground highway tunnels next to those

buildings until those buildings were shorn up. The transportation agency might

even go to particular efforts to shore up those buildings itself while pursuing its

highway expansion, even though it is not its responsibility. Similarly, the central

bank cannot simply ignore or punish financial fragility, whatever its monetary

policy intent, and whatever other agency fell down on the supervisory job.

The oft-mooted claim that there was a ‘Greenspan put’ in stock markets

(formally modelled in Miller et al. 2002) has found no empirical support –

many of those who participated in the US equity price boom of the 1990s lost

sufficient money (or engaged in sufficient fraud) to be unable to participate

in further speculation on real estate or equities in the 2000s. Other small

investors simply were burnt sufficiently badly, having had their first personal

experience with the boom-bust cycle, that they are reluctant to invest again

in speculative assets. In a broader panel of bubbles, Posen (2003a) finds weak

evidence of negative serial correlation in bubbles; that is, that allowing a

bubble to inflate and burst tends if anything to decrease the likelihood of

another bubble occurring in short order. Subdividing the sample to those

instances where central banks eased after asset price busts does nothing to

turn the correlation positive. So a central bank that manages somehow to be

perceived as having pricked a bubble, or at least unwilling to be accom-

modative in their aftermath, does nothing to deter future bubbles, while

probably doing the economy further harm.

VI. Asymmetric Monetary Response is the Right Response

In summary, central banks should not be in the business of trying to burst

asset price bubbles. Bubbles generally arise out of some combination of

irrational exuberance, jumps forward in technology and financial deregula-

tion (with more of the second in equity price bubbles, and more of the third

in real-estate booms). Accordingly, the connection between monetary

conditions and the rise of bubbles is rather tenuous, and a central bank

raising interest rates is unlikely to achieve what is needed: persuading

investors that the bubble is ill-founded and/or that they will not find some

greater fool to sell to in time. More importantly, the cost of bubbles bursting

is largely dependent upon the structure and fragility of the economy’s

financial system. A properly supervised and regulated financial system – or

one with more securitized and liquid markets than bank-dependent – will

not suffer much in real terms from a bubble expanding and bursting. If the

financial system is fragile or improperly supervised, then monetary tighten-

ing will be even more costly in real economic terms, but such tightening in
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no way substitutes for directly dealing with the underlying financial

problems.

The lack of effectiveness of monetary tightening to pop bubbles or to

respond to financial fragility, and the far greater cost of inducing recessions

than riding bubbles out, are structural factors characteristic of modern

financial systems and of bubbles. The cost–benefit analysis inherently goes

against popping bubbles and in favour of monetary easing after busts

because there is an asymmetry in the way investors and financial inter-

mediaries behave in the two situations. In the end, no amount of monetary

discipline can substitute for a lack of proper financial regulation and

supervision. In fact, there is a clear case why the two are negatively related

because tight credit conditions exacerbate imperfect information problems,

favouring during asset price busts those borrowers and banks that were most

undisciplined during the boom years.16 It is not ‘going easy’ on the financial

sector to recognize these realities; if anything, recognizing the fact that

monetary policy tightening cannot fix a financial sector problem is an

argument for how essential discipline-enhancing financial regulation and

supervision are. Foreswearing monetary ease in the aftermath of bubbles in

an attempt to forestall moral hazard (and follow-on bubbles) chases a

chimera for which there is little empirical evidence, while imposing a certain

cost: failing to expand monetary policy when prices and output are forecast

to be falling and stabilization would normally be expected. This asymmetric

response therefore does not rely on arguments about uncertainties for

central banks in recognizing bubbles, but on certainties about the structure

of the economy.

Many of those calling for central banks to burst bubbles pre-emptively,

and to foreswear easing policy after bubbles burst, see such asymmetries as

aesthetically, perhaps even ethically, distributing (e.g. Roubini 2006). Yet the

economy and the resulting optimal policy prescriptions are not necessarily

symmetric. We know, for example, that monetary policy is less effective

‘pushing on a string’ to stimulate low demand when instrument interest rates

near zero, while it remains potent in its effect on the real economy by raising

16Posen (1998) summarizes the literature on the relationship between imperfect information,

credit markets and business cycles, which concludes that, in a cyclical downturn or time of

tightened credit conditions (or both), adverse selection is likely to worsen rather than

improve, and monetary discipline will likely lead to credit being rolled over to precisely

those sectors which were inefficiently lent too much during the boom years (because writing

off their large outstanding loans would do the most harm to banks’ impaired capital).

Econometric analysis clearly shows that this is precisely what occurred in Japan when

monetary policy tightened in the early and mid-1990s following that economy’s asset price

busts. See Hoshi and Kashyap (1999, 2001), Mikitani and Posen (2000) and Posen (2003a),

and the references therein.
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interest rates from the same level. We also know that recessions and

expansions in the US and other countries’ business cycles are far from

symmetrical in duration or depth – in the US, recoveries have been far

longer than recessions for much of the past 25 years, for example. Similarly,

central banks should loosen monetary policy in reaction to an asset price

bust but not tighten in response to an asset price boom, all else being equal,

because that corresponds to the uneven way which financial systems

transmit shocks. This argument is independent of more general laissez-faire

vs activist arguments about the role of monetary policy – it concludes that

central banks should not be active in addressing asset price movements

per se, but should be anything but laissez-faire in responding to forecasts of

sharp movements in inflation and output, even if asset price swings are their

source.
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